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Picture of vehicle:

Name of vehicle: Hector Tracker

Picture of team leader:

Name of team leader: Stefan Kohlbrecher
Team Name: Team Hector Darmstadt
Team E-mail: kohlbrecher@sim.tu-darmstadt.de

Logo:

Website: http://www.teamhector.de/

Return form to: enrich@fkie.fraunhofer.de
Hector stands for Heterogeneous Cooperating Team Of Robots. The team performs research in heterogeneous search and rescue robots cooperating with each other and a remote human supervisor to achieve a common mission. The team and its members have a history of successful participation at competitions such as the RoboCup Rescue Robot League and the DARPA Robotics Challenge. Focussing on autonomous robot capabilities, we make mature software solutions available as open source software to contribute to the advancement of the disaster robotics field.